Assessments of the economic attractiveness, the enterprises stability and the degree of human confidence to a partner are formalized in mathematical form. Methods of evaluation the partner enterprises of a large company for various characteristics are proposed here.
Introduction
There are problems of analyzing large volumes of information about partner companies, suppliers, their reliability assessment and their compliance to safety requirements, problems of development management decisions about interaction with suppliers and problems of prediction consequences in current management activity of a large company. A superintendant often is unable to comprehend and to process large amounts of information and to make a reasonable management decision. Hence, the necessity of development the automated systems for analysis, evaluation, prediction and management the processes of interaction between a large company with partners appears. This requires solving two linked problems:
The first is development the methods of evaluation partner enterprises of a large company for diverse activities.
The second is development the automated method of merger and visualization obtained diverse assessment and elaboration of management decisions variants for interaction with partners.
The first of these problems is solved in this article.
Method of evaluation enterprises economic attractiveness
Assessments of the enterprises ,..., , 2 1 correspond to considered values of evaluation parameters and factors. It can be, for instance, company's capital productivity, fixed assets cost, level of profitability, price per unit of production, share of borrowed funds in the company's turnover, extent of product funds deterioration, range of products and etc. Choice of these parameters is implemented by the company wishing to evaluate its partners.
Because the linear form coefficients are positive numbers and the form Ф meaning is the higher, the better enterprise i P is, therefore each summand of the form should increase monotonically with the corresponding index improvement. Thus, evaluating on the basis of traditional indexes of activity, in some cases for the variable values C is, the better for customer it is, i.e. it is reasonable to assume that
i.e. the value reciprocal to a price per unit is taken as a relevant variable.
A less trivial instance of an economic indicator, requiring to introduce auxiliary functions when linear forms are evaluating, is the profitability level i R . It is absolutely obvious that considering company's profitability level we have deal with two opposite factors. On the one hand, an extremely low profitability level characterizes the entity negatively. On the other hand, an extremely high profitability level could signal the unreasonably overpriced products, incorrect doing business and etc. It means that there is some acceptable value δ of the profitability level for a group of enterprises under considered profile, deviation from which to one or another side is a negative factor in a certain enterprise's i P assessment. Of course, the value of a profitability level for different branches of production activities may vary and significantly depend on the considered section. 
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The third function of the linear form weight coefficients is the normalization one. It is aimed to equalize the orders of summand values -products i i x α . Values of the coefficient have to be chosen such way that all summands will be the values of one order and there will be no need to summarize significantly different values. For example, the volume of a company's capital assets can run into billions of dollars and the value of its profitability is a few percents. Summation of such different for order values will lead to loss of significance and leveling of profitability factor.
Without loss of generality one can assume that every evaluating form Ф is the normalized one, i.e. values of the enterprises' interaction with its partners and can be carried out by using specially developed program [6] .
Method of determination the degree of confidence to an enterprise
In parallel with economic evaluation and partner's stability evaluation, the assessment i k сигн of the degree of confidence to the enterprise is based on the various signal information about a company. The necessity of calculation the degree of confidence coefficient i k сигн is caused by the fact that in practice there are many situations when against the background of high economic indexes, the enterprise, with which it is planned to cooperate, raise doubts for some indirect random signals. A large company, wishing to evaluate partner, can form a set of signal features that may characterize the considered enterprise. One should collate point rating scale of assessments to each feature. Let's note that specific composition of features have to be defined by the purpose of assessment, industry affiliation of enterprises, economic environment. The examples of features according to which to evaluating partner the scores are put can be the following: availability of information about the management, participation to external economic activity, presence of incidents at the enterprise (fires, emergencies), employee satisfaction, staff turnover and etc.
For signal features we propose to use a centered five-point rating scale of assessments in the range from -2 to +2, which is identical to school system of assessments but which is less distorted by overstatement [8] . The value of the coefficient 
